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EARLY PATTERN BOOKS FOR LACE AND EMBROIDERY

by
MARGARET HARRINGTON DANIELS

PART I

YEARS ago, Edward Strange in an article about the early pattern books for lace and embroidery, made this statement: "The compilation of a fairly complete bibliography of Lace-books will be an onerous task for whoever undertakes it; the number of editions and of publishers being very great." Anyone who has had to deal with these little books will accuse Mr. Strange of understatement. From a purely bibliographical point of view the early pattern books have been the despair of their collectors. To mention only a few of the maddening incidents which make collation difficult, it frequently happens that colophons are missing, that gatherings are incomplete and sometimes lettered from unrelated fonts, and that obviously irrelevant material has been sewn into the bindings. If the bibliophile is seldom given better opportunities for speculation and investigation, greater tasks and tests of temper are imposed upon the student of the history of ornament and the lace collector in search of authentic labels. The book trade was flourishing too well to keep the pattern books within the bounds of their homelands, so that, shortly after publication, many of them traveled into other countries where they were copied over and over. Piracy was seldom acknowledged; new title pages and colophons of later date and of different provenance added to the confusion. In spite of the number of helpful facsimiles which were made in the nineteenth century, the exact itinerary of these designs has frequently been difficult when not impossible to trace, and it is only now, in the new light shed upon them, that we appreciate how completely the identity of their originators was lost in the shuffle. So it is

Herr Lotz begins his introduction with a definition of the term, "Modelbuch," which he uses to designate the collections of patterns for embroidery, lace, and similar feminine handwork that appeared in books first as woodcuts and later as engravings and etchings on copper. He limits himself to a discussion of those published before 1700, eliminating the many other pattern and flower books which, though their designs were adaptable, were issued for workers in inlay, goldsmiths, and other artisans and were not solely for needlework. As may well be gathered from what has been said above, there has until now been no satisfactory catalogue of pattern books of this kind. In view of the singular scarcity of these books, the making of Herr Lotz's bibliography has required years of assiduous labour and travel and an extraordinary memory. Their rarity is not to be wondered at, for by their very nature they were destined to be scattered and destroyed. Passed from hand to hand as we pass on similar books today, they suffered the usual accidents which happen to all books not kept carefully on shelves. Many more were destroyed by the pricking of their patterns for transfer. Consequently, in the census made by Herr Lotz we find not only an unfortunately large number of copies marked with the asterisk which means incomplete, but an amazing number of unique copies.

In listing the former bibliographies, which will not be enumerated here, Herr Lotz begins with the 19 pattern books which Georg Draud brought together under the heading "Modelbücher" in 1611 as part of his catalogue of German books.1 The first important list was that of the Marquis Girolamo d'Adda in the Gazette des Beaux Arts in 1863 and 1864.2 Then came Mrs. Bury Palliser's Appendix to her History of Lace 3 in which, by giving a running number to each separate edition, 119 books were cited; Edward Strange supplemented this with 91 more in the Transactions of
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the Bibliographical Society of London. Herr Lotz now describes 400 editions of 156 books. From time to time there have been discussions of pattern books in the histories of lace and of ornament. With little or no opportunity for comparing the widely scattered single copies, errors in attribution were made and unfortunately repeated. Herr Lotz carefully straightens out many of the old attributions and also brings forth a surprising number of new ones which are backed up with such a wealth of documentation that any Doubting Thomas who desires to check him up will have to spend many long hours in a well-stocked library.

In his article, "Das älteste aller bekannten Modelbücher," E. Kumsch described *Eyn new Modelbuch...* Zwickau, Jorg Gastel, 1525, the only known copy of which is in the Kunstgewerbe-Bibliothek in Dresden. This so-called "Gastel book" was thereupon accepted as the earliest pattern book, but as its title read "... Gemert und gebessert mitt 105 andern Modeln," it indicated that there was a still earlier book to be found. Herr Lotz, in a discussion of pattern books which was published in 1926 in the Zeitschrift für Bücherfreunde, pointed out that the Augsburg printer, Johann Schönsperger the Younger, undoubtedly had a hand in the publishing of the "Gastel book." He traced Schönsperger to Zwickau where, with Gastel as his "Geschäftsführer," he had established a shop in which both books and textiles were printed. Someone other than Schönsperger was proprietor from January to May, 1525, during which time Gastel probably printed *Eyn new Modelbuch.* In the same article Herr Lotz attributes to Schönsperger the *Furm- oder Modelbuchlein...* Gedruckt zu Augspurg D H S because of the type used and the initials which he concluded meant "durch Hans Schönsperger." This book had previously been assigned to Heinrich Steyner, who it now appears printed a third edition of it in 1533.

At the sale of the library of the late Edward Arnold at Sotheby's in 1929, the Metropolitan Museum of Art acquired *Ein new Modelbuch,* containing the Gastel designs, which was printed at Zwickau by Johann
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Schönsperger on October 22, 1524. This is the earliest dated pattern book now known, and not only establishes Schönsperger as a printer of pattern books but proves that he printed at least one in Zwickau. It also indicates that there is a still missing “first,” for the title says that it is “Gemert vni gepessert mitv new andern Modeln.”

After sifting the evidence Herr Lotz has concluded in his Bibliographie that the earliest book of all is the already mentioned undated Fürm- oder Modellbuchlein. Augsburg [Schönsperger, c. 1523]. As far as he knows, only two copies exist of the first edition.⁶ To a later edition, of which the only known copy is the incomplete one in the Berlin Kunstbibliothek, he gives the date as between 1527 and 1529. Thus, according to Herr Lotz, the Schönsperger of 1524 in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the second edition of which is the “Gastel book” of 1525, was the second pattern book to be published.

Schönsperger inspired the third pattern book, for his designs were closely copied in Eyn new künstlich Boich published by the Cologne printer, Peter Quentel, in 1527. The additional new patterns and the title, which is an adaptation of the Schönsperger of 1524, were drawn by Anton Woensam von Worms, painter and illustrator of several books. There were four editions within a year and the French title of one indicates that Quentel had, or hoped for, a market in French Flanders or possibly in France. This edition is known only through the incomplete copy in the Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris. Whether or not Quentel had a foreign market for his books, this first pattern book of his was frequently pirated in other countries.

Although, so far as we know, the first pattern books were made in Germany, more than half of the 400 editions cited by Herr Lotz were published in Italy, Venice alone producing 165 different editions during the XVI Century. German printers brought the new art of printing across the Alps into Venice in the XV Century. The excellence of the paper and the ease and cheapness with which it could be obtained contributed largely toward the establishment there of a great printing center. Since Venice was also the center of Eastern trade, it attracted a large colony of German merchants whose agents went back and forth through the Brenner Pass. It is not surprising then that Quentel’s book of 1527 should have been

Opera nuova che insegna alle Donne a cucire, a raccam mare & a disegnar a cuscino. Et la dita opera sara di molta utilita ad ogni utilita per efler il disegno ad ogni no necessario, sappia e intendersa ilfiglio di recammi.  

M D x x v i i .  

Con gratia & privilegio.
known to Giovanni Antonio Tagliente of Venice who brought out in the same year, 1527, his *Esempio di recammi*, the first Italian pattern book. Tagliente copied the German patterns but he made an important contribution of his own by adding several based on the Eastern “moresque.” The second Italian book, *Esempario di lavori*, which was published in 1529 by Zoppino (Nicolo d’Aristotile de’ Rossi) was an adaptation of the Tagliente. About a year later, however, Andrea Vavassore, called Guadagnino, a printer and wood-cutter in Venice, published true Italian Renaissance designs in two undated books, *Corona di racammi* and *Esempario di lavori*. Italy was now started on the way to undisputed supremacy, leaving the laurels of invention to Germany but completely surpassing her in elegance and fertility.

Lace-making was no longer the prerogative of nuns and great ladies, the Italian women were developing an industry which had no rival until the jealousy and greed of Louis XIV closed down upon it. The pattern books had to keep pace with the skill of the lace-makers who were soon taking the intricacies of the Venetian Point in their stride. During the first decade (1527-1537), the Italian lace books were entirely for embroidery upon net and linen, with and without the counting of threads. In the forties, geometric designs appeared for the cutwork which was the predecessor of needle-point lace. According to Herr Lotz these came out for the first time in 1542 in the *Giardinetto novo di ponti tagliati et gropposi* by Matio Pagano who not only printed the book but designed and cut the patterns on wood. Next, in the fifties, came the patterns for needle-point, first practiced in Venice, with Pagano again taking the lead with *L’honesto Essemplio* in 1550. The geometric gave way to the interlace and free-moving designs of *Punto in aria* and *Punto tagliato a fogliami. Le pompe* which was published by the Sessa Brothers in 1557 was exclusively for bobbin lace.

Venice, the great market and printing center, took the lead in lace-making. The publishers in the Frezzeria and the Rialto employed for the pattern books some of the most skillful designers and wood-cutters in the trade. One of the best-known of the Venetian books is *La vera perfettione del disegno* by Giovanni Ostaus, possibly a German, which was published in 1557. Besides taking patterns from several other books, he made direct copies of the copper engravings of Aldegrever and Virgil Solis. With several pages of landscapes and mythological scenes having
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IN THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART.
a synopsis of the story beneath, friezes of putti, grotesques and animals, Ostaus produced a kind of household book, an early and far lovelier forerunner of the "women's magazines" of the nineteenth century. The first woodcut shows Lucretia at work with her maidens, about to be surprised by Tarquin. According to Herr Lotz it was probably taken from the wall painting on the Casa Loredana in the Campo di San Stefano in Venice by Giuseppe Porta, known as Salviati, which fortunately was described by Carlo Ridolfi 9 before it weathered and disappeared. The Ostaus is altogether a very entertaining little book and has a definite place in the history of Venetian book-illustration during the middle of the XVI Century.

Lucretia as a symbol of housewifely diligence is frequently found in the pattern books. Her suicide is another favourite subject and is especially effective in the designs for filet. The Ornamento Nobile... Fatta da Lucretia Romana, il quinto volume de' suoi lavori has many times been catalogued as the "Lucretia Romana." It is the second edition of the fifth and last part of the Corona delle nobili et virtuose donne, the various other parts of which appeared in 1591 and 1593. This work by Cesare Vecellio (a pupil and near relation of Titian) who had already published a monumental book of costumes, is one of the greatest of all the pattern books. The first part was reprinted at least 17 times and the second 14. In all about 60 editions appeared between 1591 and 1625, for after the death of Vecellio in 1606 publication was continued by his heirs and the printer Alessandro de' Vecchi.

A distinguished contemporary of Vecellio who made designs for all kinds of lace was Elisabetta Catanea Parasole. Her earliest work appeared in Rome in 1595, but her best-known book is the Fior d'ogni virtu of 1610 which appeared in subsequent editions as the Teatro delle nobili et virtuose donne. Parasole, one of the very few women designers of patterns, has long been a favourite with collectors of lace who have found her books a valuable source for documentation.

Perhaps less well-known than Vecellio and Parasole, but their close seconds in skill and ability, are the painter, Aurelio Passarotti and, the lace-maker, Bartolomeo Danieli of Bologna. Herr Lotz records only two extant copies of Passarotti’s only book, Libro di lavorieri which was published in 1591. His beautiful designs in which he incorporated the
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DANIELI. FIORE PRETIOSE D'OGNI VIRTU. SIENA, 1610. FROM ARTHUR LOTZ, BIBLIOGRAPHIE DER MODELBÜCHER. LEIPZIG, HIERSEMMANN, 1933.
arms and heraldic symbols of several of the Bolognese aristocracy, were used by the Società Aemilia Ars for the laces which appeared in their publication, *Merletti e ricami della Aemilia Ars*. Milan, 1929. The Vatican Library owns sixty-seven drawings by Passarotti for Libro Primo Di Lavorieri and Secondo Libro Di Lavorieri, formerly in the Cicognara collection, dedicated “Alle Molto Illustri et Virtuosissime Gentildonne Bolognesi” and “Alla Molto Magnifica Et Virtuosissima Signora.” The published book of woodcut patterns was made from this set of drawings. Three of them are missing for the numbering indicates that there should be at least 70. It is quite possible, according to Herr Lotz, that Passarotti could find no patroness to foot the bills for a second book and that his death at the turn of the century put an end to any negotiations that may have been started for having the remaining patterns cut upon wood and published.

The designs which Danieli himself etched on copper were first published in 1619 in Siena. He afterward moved to Bologna where, besides an enlarged re-edition of his first book, *Fiore pretioso d’ogni virtu*, three more appeared with magnificent baroque patterns drawn on a large scale. Lace-designing in Italy reached its apogee with Danieli.

Meanwhile in Paris, the first book of the Venetian Federigo Vinciolo, an emigré lace-maker, was published by Jean le Clerc in 1587, *Les Singuliers et Nouveaux Pourtraicts et Ouvrages de Lingerie*. Like Vecellio’s *Corona*, it is one of the high-spots in lace-designing and was enormously popular. There were thirteen editions in Paris from 1587 to 1612. From Herr Lotz we learn several more reasons for giving this book a leading place, for not only did Vinciolo set a new fashion for the French and Italian designers by having his lace patterns appear white on a black ground, but he introduced into the pattern books designs for *Reticella*. The second part is mainly for embroidery on net which Vinciolo continued in another book published in 1594, *Les secondes oeuvres et subtiles inventions de lingerie*.

The first pattern book published in France takes its title from the opening lines of an introductory poem beginning “Ce livre est plaisant et utile.” In the poem Dominique Celle, the author, is described as an honest man, born in Toulouse but living in Italy, who presents patterns which he has corrected and improved. It was printed in Lyons by Jehan Coste, on the first day of December, 1531. The second edition published
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four months later, again in Lyons, has an Italian title, *Libbretto . . . dove si appara . . . di lavorare di ogni sorte di punti*, with Celle accordingly "Domenico da Sera, detto il franciosino." Herr Lotz has found only two copies of the first edition, one in the Berlin Kunstdlibriothek and another in the École des Beaux Arts in Paris. Both are marked with the asterisk which means incomplete, but fortunately the Berlin copy has the last leaf with colophon and date which is missing in the Paris copy. In the hazardous labeling of "firsts" the various dates attributed to the first edition of da Sera by those who knew only the Paris copy have been extremely disconcerting, especially an inclusive one of 1515-1529. Da Sera has been described as "veritablement le chevalier errant de la dentelle" for, according to M. Louis Fière, "Il dit lui-même dans ses préfaces qu'il a pris la plume pour raconter ce qu'il a vu en Italie, Espagne, Roumanie, Allemagne et autres pays et qu'il en a rapporté 80 dessins au moins pour le singulier profit des hommes et des femmes."

The popularity of da Sera's designs is not necessarily proved by the fact that there is only one extant copy of his second edition, or that the two editions of re-cuts which were made in Venice by Pagano in 1543 and 1546 are now known only by one copy of the first and the Ongania facsimiles of the second. From these statistics one can only assume that instead of lying in piles on the book-sellers' shelves they were soon in the hands of the lace-makers. It is more significant that fifty-odd years later the Paris publisher, de Marnef, thought it sufficiently worth-while to re-edit the da Sera patterns. Six pages of designs by the famous Renaissance painter and sculptor, Jean Cousin the Younger, were an added attraction. The Bibliothèque de l'Arsenal in Paris owns the apparently unique copy of the new edition, *Le Livre de Lingerie*. Paris, Hierosme de Marnef & la veuve de Guillaume Cavallet, 1584.

Only a brief résumé of the rest of the story of pattern books is possible. France must be left with only a mention of Jacques Foillet, a printer, bookseller, and paper-maker of Montbéliard who published in 1598 not only a French edition of the *Nouveaux pourtraicts de point coupé*, but also one in German, and of "Milour Matthias Mignerak Anglois," as he is called on the charming engraved title of *La Pratique de Paiguille industrieuse*, which was published in Paris by Jean le Clerc in
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1605. Strangely enough, England, famed for her needlework, is represented by only four books in all of which the designs are copies from French, Italian, and German books. The first one to appear was Poyntz’s *New and singular patternes and workes of linnen*. London, J. Wolfe and Edward White, 1591, which was really an English edition of Vincio’s popular Paris book of 1587. Herr Lotz says that recorded in the Register of the London Stationer’s Company on 11.9.1587 under the name of John Wolfe is an entry: “Receaued of him for printinge aswell in Englishe as in French. Lez, singulieres Pourtraictts et ouurages de L’ingerie per Federick De Vinciolo Venitien.” The second English book, Barley’s *A booke of curious and strange inventions, called the first part of needleworke*. [London], 1596, is taken admittedly from the Venice 1591 *Prima parte de’ fiori* of Ciotti. Shorleyker, however, though he adapted patterns from Quentel, Sibmacher, Ostaus, Vincio, and Mignerak, nevertheless made a contribution of his own of “sundry sorte of spots, as flowers, Birdes and Fishes, & ... fitly serue to be wrought, some with Gould, some with silke, and some with crewell, in coullers: or otherwise at your pleasure”... It’s a very charming book called *A scholehouse, for the needle*. London, 1624. The remaining English pattern book is an engraved one by Boler, *The needles excellency*, which has copies of the patterns of Sibmacher and Foillet and a long poem by the “Waterpoet” John Taylor, called the “Praise of the Needle.” It was already in its tenth edition by 1634 which is apparently the earliest Herr Lotz could find among the extant copies.

In Zürich a woman whose initials, R. M., are all that we know of her identity except for the “jre Leertöchteren” as part of the title of the *Nüw Modelbuch*, designed patterns for bobbin lace which were published by Christoph Froeschauer about 1561. This little book has a certain documentary importance since in the preface “R. M.” says that bobbin lace came to Switzerland in 1536 from Italy. Returning to the German books, we find Christoph Egenolf, the Frankfort printer and his heirs as the publishers of several books from 1530 to the 1550’s. Herr Lotz has identified the designer of these books as Narcisse Renner, miniaturist, whose initials appear on one of the borders. Another important man in Frankfort is Wilhelm Hoffmann with several books in the early part of the XVII Century. Sibmacher in Nuremberg produced the first copperplate pattern book in Germany with his *Schön neues Modelbuch* of 1597.
One of the high-spots in Germany is undoubtedly the *New Modelbüch* of Andreas Bretschneider which was published in Leipzig in 1619.

Herr Lotz, who has so ably thrashed out the very provocative subject of pattern books is singularly equipped for the job. He has not only the scholarship and extraordinary patience which were required, but, as a member of the staff of the Staatliche Kunstbibliothek in Berlin, he has ready access to that great treasury of ornament which includes the famous Lipperheide library on Costume. The arrangement of his material is excellent, the illustrations are ample and carefully selected. The publisher, Hiersemann, is to be congratulated upon his competent share of the work which certainly reflects a happy cooperation with the author. The *Bibliographie* is a thoroughly workable book and for those who have a curiosity and enthusiasm for the early pattern books, one might easily go so far as to say, that it is an answer to their prayers.
Ein Neues Modebüch auszusetzen, welches von den Kirchen und Gemeinden, das ist aus dem Jahr 1524. in der Stadt Zwickau, von Schönsperger, veröffentlicht wurde.
EARLY PATTERN BOOKS FOR LACE AND EMBROIDERY

by

MARGARET HARRINGTON DANIELS

PART II

IN 1918, through the Rogers Fund and the generosity of four members of the Needle & Bobbin Club, the Print Room of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, in its second year, acquired two little books of great importance, \textit{Ein ney Furmbüchlein}. [Augsburg, Schönsperger, before 1529] and \textit{Ein new getruckt Model Büchli}. [Augsburg, Schönsperger], 1529. These small quartos of only 19 and 24 leaves, bound in paper-covered boards, represent the beginning of the printed patterns for embroidery and lace which were published in several countries and many editions. In the foregoing review of the \textit{Bibliographie der Modelbücher} by Arthur Lotz it was related that the German printer, Johann Schönsperger the Younger, was the first to produce these pattern books. Because of their extreme rarity, for each is one of but two copies known, the Museum is quite pardonably proud that it got off to such a good start in making its many-sided Ornament collection. Of the three books of its kind made by Schönsperger the Museum began its collecting with the second and third. Not until the Arnold Sale at Sotheby’s in 1929 did another Schönsperger turn up, and this the Museum was fortunately able to place on its shelves as the gift of Herbert N. Straus. The inconspicuous appearance in a sale catalogue of the hitherto unknown earliest pattern book, \textit{Ein new Modelbuch}. Zwickau, Schönsperger, 22 October 1524 will give some idea of the surprises and hazards of this chase. The significance of these three Schönsperger books is heightened by a résumé of the editions and copies extant and since this pen is not facile enough to avoid complexity, the following table suggested a way out:
A check-up with Lotz has revealed nine other unique editions in the Museum collection of pattern books. With the exception of one, the fact that each of them is the only known copy, gives them only a peculiar value as interesting kinks in a bibliographical tangle. The one exception was acquired after the Christie-Miller (Britwell Court) sale at Sotheby’s in 1925 put into circulation the Livre de Moresques, Paris, Hierosme de Gormont, 1546. This book has apparently never been seen by the several bibliographers of lace books who listed it. They took their references from each other or the sale catalogues of the Towneley and Heber collections to which it had formerly belonged. It has been the missing link in the chain of moresque designs whose appearance in Western art has been a fascinating subject for inquiring Kunstforschers. Not until the Museum brought it home and compared it with a facsimile of Pellegrino’s La fleur de la science de Pourtraicure . . . Paris, 1530 were its patterns found to be re-arranged copies.

The patterns books are elusive quarry and lead their collectors far afield. They appear in the open market very seldom and sometimes in
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PATTERN FROM DA SERA, LE LIVRE DE LINGERIE, PARIS, 1584. THIS PATTERN APPEARED IN THE DA SERA BOOKS OF 1531-1532.
LACE COVER MADE FROM THE DA SERA PATTERN. IN
THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART.
PATTERN FROM DA SERA, LE LIVRE DE LINGERIE, PARIS, 1584, AND A BAND OF LACE IN THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART. THIS PATTERN APPEARED IN THE DA SERA BOOKS OF 1531 AND 1532.
Pattern from Da Sera, Le Livre de Lingerie. Paris, 1584, and a strip of drawnwork in the collection of Miss Marian Hague. This pattern appeared in the Da Sera books of 1531 and 1532.
PAGE FROM PAGANO'S OPERA NOVA, VENICE, 1546, AND A STRIP OF DRAWNWORK IN THE COLLECTION OF MISS MARIAN HAGUE. THE PATTERN IS A COPY OF AN EARLIER DA SERA.
PAGE FROM SIBMACHER, NEWES MODELBUCH, NUREMBERG, 1604, WITH LACE MADE FROM THE SAME PATTERN IN THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART.
very strange company. When the Livre de Moresques was sold at Sotheby's it was bound in one volume with a copy of Spirito's Libro de la Ventura, an astrology book printed in Venice in 1544, and a Strasbourg book of 1551 about animals. The designs by Peter Flötner which were published in Zürich by Rudolf Wyssenbach in 1549, another of these important "moresque" books, came to the Museum in the back of Achille Marozzo's book on fencing which was published in 1550 in Venice.

Acting upon the suggestions of Miss Frances Morris and Miss Marian Hague, who have always been much interested in the Museum's collection, I am happy to present to those who care about such things a list of the printed patterns in its possession. Besides a short-title catalogue of the original books, the facsimiles in the Museum Print Room and Library have been included, and are marked with an asterisk. For those before 1700, the Bibliographie of Herr Lotz has been followed and his numbers given to each edition. Since the later ones will also be of interest, they have been appended. The original designs by Bony, Berjon, and de Lasalle, the "mises en carte" for Lyons brocades, have not been recorded, nor the books in the Print Room on their manufacture such as Falcot and Joubert de l'Hiberderie, nor even the bound collections of tracings and original designs brought together presumably by English women of the last century for their own use.